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Abstract
We illustrate that the verification of systolic architectures can be carried out using techniques developed in the 
context of verification of programs. This is achieved by a decomposition of the original problem into separately 
proving the correctness of the data representation and of the individual processing elements in the systolic 
architecture. By expressing a processing element as a function on a stream of data we are able to utilize standard 
proof techniques from programming language theory. This decomposition leads to relatively straightforward proofs 
of the properties of the systolic architecture. We illustrate the techniques via a substantial example, the proof of the 
correctness of a linear-time systolic architecture for computing the gcd of polynomials. Although this architecture 
has been designed a few years ago, a formal proof of correctness has not hitherto appeared in the literature.
This research was sponsored in part by the Office of the Naval Research under contract N00014-83-K-0317, and in 
part by a University of Utah fellowship
1I In tr o d u c tio n
In the last few years there has been much interest in the use of formal techniques for the design and analysis of 
VLSI circuits. Special formalisms have been invented for expressing transformations and specifications of such 
circuits. One important aspect of the analysis of circuits is the correctness problem. In this paper we show how the 
correctness problem for an important class of parallel architectures, namely systolic arrays can be decomposed in 
such a way that formal techniques already developed for reasoning about programming languages can be profitably 
applied. The particular techniques we use were invented in the context of semantics of functional languages [4] and 
proving the correctness of data representations [3].
The decomposition consists of separating the representation of the original data-domain from the computational 
actions of the circuit on the data elements. Two important features of systolic arrays permit us to reason about this 
decomposition. Firstly, it is well known that the individual processors in systolic arrays act synchronously1 on 
streams of data tokens. Because of this synchronization the processors can be treated as Kahn processes. Such 
processes accept data tokens on their input channels and send tokens on their output channels without ever polling 
the channels fo r  availability o f data tokens. Furthermore, by using streams of tokens as the representation data- 
domain we can use the results of Kahn [4] to eliminate local history in the individual processes and view them as 
stream functions. The action of the entire network can now be viewed as merely the composition of these individual 
stream functions. We illustrate this technique by proving the correctness of a systolic architecture designed by Brent 
and Kung [1].
In [1] a fast linear time systolic architecture for computing the greatest common divisor (GCD) of two 
polynomials is presented. The architecture consists of a number of identical processing elements that accept streams 
of numbers and perform certain sequential computations on them. All the processing elements are cascaded, so that 
the output of each one is used as input by the next one. The authors state in the paper that they have not developed a 
formal proof for their architecture, but rely on "extensive simulation results1' to justify it. Here we present a simple 
proof based on viewing each processing element as a stream transducer. It has been shown by Kahn [4] that if a 
stream transducer is specified functionally we can use the semantics of applicative languages to reason about it, even 
though it may be implemented as an imperative program acting on a stream of tokens (as long as the program obeys 
certain rules). We are thus able to reason about the procedural algorithm of the Kung-Brent processing element 
using a functional framework.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the following section (Sec II) we briefly describe the 
architecture of the chip as presented in [1], Then (in Sec III) we describe how Euclid’s algorithm, which forms the 
basis of the chip's processing can be represented as an algorithm on a new representation domain - that of streams 
of numbers. In Section IV we give a functional interpretation for the action of the processing elements in the 
Kung-Brent architecture, and decompose the problem of verifying the architecture into three parts - maintaining the 
invariant, preserving the gcd and proof o f termination. Sections V, VI and VII address each of these parts. Finally 
in Sec VIII we compare our technique with other existing techniques for verifying systolic architectures.
'Although there exist a large number of systolic anays that are implemented using a self-timed protocol, conceptually the architecture is 
viewed as operating synchronously.
2II In fo r m a l d e sc r ip tio n  o f  th e  g cd  c h ip
The basis of the gcd-chip is Euclid’s algorithm which depends on the following mathematical fact. If A and B are 
two non-zero polynomials of degrees i  and j respectively as shown below,
B = + • • • + bjX + b0
then their gcd satisfies
gcd(A, B) = gcd ( (A -  [a^/b^]*1^  .B) , B) i f  i  > j
gcd (A, (B -  [ b ^ a J x ^ . A ) )  i f  j > i
When i>  j polynomial A is reduced, and vice versa. This serves as the basis for a gcd-preserving transformation 
that also reduces the degree of one of the polynomials (by at least one). It is successively applied to the original pair 
of polynomials until one of them is reduced to the zero polynomial, at which point the other one is the desired gcd. 
The Kung-Brent architecture consists o f i  + j processors connected as shown in Figs II-1 and II-2 below.
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Figure II-1: Kung-Brent architecture fo r  computing polynomial gcd
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Figure II-2: Details o f a single processor showing registers fo r  the variables
We express the operation of each processor as a section of imperative algol style code as shown in Fig n-3. We 
have introduced a notation for the input (and output) of values from a particular channel. This notation, namely
3"read <a,b,d> into [x,y,diff]" is to be viewed as a parallel assignment of values read from the indicated channels. 
The write construct should be interpreted analogously. Although this code is not a verbatim copy of the code in 
[1] it corrects a few minor errors there and expresses the action of the processors as a complete algol-like procedure.
In essence, each processor begins a new cycle when it receives a start bit on the s channel. At this instant it also 
receives an integer diff on the d channel which represents the difference of the degrees of the two polynomials. 
Depending on whether d is non-negative of not the processor determines whether stream A or stream B is to be 
reduced. It then computes the coefficient q, with which the stream to be reduced has to be multiplied, while 
delaying the other stream by one time unit. After this it cycles through the rest of the input stream (i.e. until a new 
start bit appears) multiplying one stream by q, and passing the other stream unaltered (except for the delay).
in p u t  c h a n n e ls  a ,  b , s ,  d; 
o u t p u t  c h a n n e ls  a ,  6 ,  s ,  d ;  
v a r a  q , x ,  y ,  s t a r t ,  d i f f ,  s t o r e ;  
b e g in
r e p e a t  r e a d  < a , b ,  d , s >  i n t o  [x ,  y ,  d i f f ,  s t a r t ]  
u n t i l  s t a r t  = 1;
r e a d  < a , b ,  d> i n t o  [at, y ,  d i f f ] ;  
i f  d i f f  > 0 th e n
b e g in  (* i . e .  r ed u ceA  *)
q  := x / y ;  
s t o r e  := y ;
r e a d  < a , b ,  d> i n t o  [x ,  y ,  d i f f ]  ;
. w r i t e  [ x - q * y ,  s t o r e ,  1 , d i f f - 1 ]  i n t o  < a , B , s ,  d>;
r e a d  < s ,  d> i n t o  [ s t a r t ,  d i f f ] ; 
w h i l e  s t a r t  *  1 do  
b e g in
s t o r e  := y ;
r e a d  < a , b >  i n t o  [ x ,  y ]  ;
w r i t e  [ x - q * y ,  s t o r e ,  d i f f ]  i n t o  < a , B , &>; 
r e a d  < s ,  d> i n t o  [ s t a r t ,  d i f f ] ;  
e n d  (* w h i l e  s t a r t  *  1 *) 
e n d  (* i f  d i f f  > 0 t h e n  *) 
e l s e  (* i . e .  r e d u c e B  *)
b e g in  
q := y / x ;  
s t o r e  := x ;
r e a d  < a , b , d> i n t o  [x ,  y ,  d i f f ]  ;
w r i t e  [ s t o r e ,  y - q * x ,  1 , d i f f + 1 ]  i n t o  < a , B , s ,  d>; 
r e a d  < s ,  d>  i n t o  [ s t a r t ,  d i f f ] ;  
w h i l e  s t a r t  *  1 do  
b e g in
Store := x ;
r e a d  < a , b>  i n t o  [x ,  y ] ;
w r i t e  [ s t o r e ,  y - q * x ,  d i f f ]  i n t o  < i ,  B , 3> ;  
r e a d  < s ,  d> i n t o  [ s t a r t ,  d i f f ] ;  
e n d  (*  w h i l e  s t a r t  *  1 *) 
e n d  (* i f )
F ig u re  I I -3: I m p e r a t i v e  c o d e  s p e c i f y in g  th e  b e h a v io r  o f  a  s in g l e  p r o c e s s in g  e l e m e n t
4IH  R e p r e se n ta t io n  o f  th e  a lg o r ith m  o n  s tr e a m s  o f  n u m b e r s
We think of polynomials as a sequence of coefficient-power pairs, with the powers in descending order, and terms 
with zero coefficients being explicitly included. The first term must have a nonzero coefficient, and thus its power 
is the degree of the polynomial. If pj and p2 are two such sequences we can express Euclid’s algorithm as follows.
g c d  (p i ,  p 2) = .
i f  p x = [0 ,  0] t h e n  p 2 
e l s e i f  p 2 -  CO, 0] t h e n  p 1 
e l s e i f  d e g ( p 1) > d e g ( p 2) th e n
g c d ( ( p 1 -  [ Q (p x , p 2) ,  ( d e g ( p x) -  d e g ( p 2) ) ]  * p 2) , P 2) 
e l s e
g c d ( p x, (p 2 -  [Q (p2 , P i ) ,  ( d e g (p 2) -  d a g ^ ) ) ]  * p x) )
w h ere
d e g (p )  = second (first ( p ) ) i s  t h e  d e g r e e  o f  p ;
Q (p Xf p 2) = first (first (-p^  > /firs t (first (p 2) ) i s  t h e  r a t i o  o f  t h e  l e a d i n g  
c o e f f i c i e n t s  o f  p x an d  p 2 ; an d  an d  a r e  p o ly n o m ia l  s u b t r a c t i o n  and  
m u l t i p l i c a t i o n  r e s p e c t i v e l y .
However, the processing elements that perform the gcd-computation do not use this representation of 
polynomials. The representation used by the algorithm is (roughly speaking) as follows: a polynomial is a stream of 
numbers, each number being the coefficient of a particular monomial, together with an integer representing the 
degree  of the polynomial. The streams may have leading zeroes, and the powers of each monomial are not 
explicitly indicated, but depend on the position in the stream. The algorithm works directly with p a ir s  of 
polynomials rather than with individual polynomials each represented as indicated above. The input to a single 
processing element is an integer and a pair of streams of numbers. The streams are interpreted as indicated above 
but the integer encodes information that allows the processing element to determine the difference in the degrees of 
the two polynomials in question. The exact details of the representation are given by the functions defined below.
Since these streams represent polynomials there must exist a representation function rep and an associated 
representation invariant. The representation function rep maps pairs of number streams and their associated integer 
to pairs of polynomials. We define rep in terms of another function prep which takes an integer d and a single 
stream of numbers s (which has no leading zeroes) and yields a polynomial as follows.
prep(a ,  d) =
i f  d  = 0 t h e n
i f  s = [ ]  t h e n  [ 0 ,0 ]  e l s e  [/zrsf(s) , 0 ] 
e l s e i f  s = [ ]  t h e n  [0 , d ] '"prep (a ,  d -1 )  
e l s e  [first ( s )  , d] '•prep (rest ( a ) , d -1 )
We note here that the Brent-Kung algorithm places a (not too severe) restriction on the polynomials that it can 
handle. At most one of the polynomials can have a zero constant term. It can be shown that this property is 
preserved in each recursive invocation of Euclid’s algorithm, and hence the gcd polynomial too, has a nonzero 
constant term. In the following A llZ e r o (s )  is a predicate asserting that all elements in s are zero; 
StripTrailingZeroes(s) is a function that removes all trailing zeroes from a stream s (provided A llZ e r o (S j)  is 
false); Final(i, s) is the stream consisting of the last i elements of a stream s; and A represents the infix cons operator. 
Using prep we now define rep as follows.
5rep( sA, sB, d) =
i f  A l l Z e r o ( s A) t h e n
[ [ 0 , 0 ] ,  prep (StripTrailingZeroes ( s B) , length (StripTrailingZeroes ( s B) ) - 1 )  ] 
e l s e i f  A l l Z e r o ( s B) th e n
[prep [StripTrailingZeroes ( s A) , length (StripTrailingZeroes ( s A) ) - 1 )  , [ 0 , 0 ] ]  
e l s e i f  /I r j f (s A)= 0  t h e n  rep (rest ( a ^ ) , s B, d -1 )  
e l s e i f  / ir s f ( s B)= 0  t h e n  re p (a x , rest(a ^) , d+1) 
e l s e  rep' (StripTrailingZeroes ( s A) , StripTrailingZeroes ( s B) , d)
w h ere
r e p '(a x , s 2 , d) =
i f  d  > length (a x ) -  length ( s 2) t h e n
[pre/7(slr leng th (a2) + d - l ) , p re p (a 2 , length ( s 2) - 1 )  ] 
e l s e i f  d  = length (a x ) -  length ( s 2) th e n
[p rep (a l f  length (a x ) - 1 )  , p re p (s 2 , (Sj^)- 1 )  ]
e l s e i f  d  < length ( s ^  -  length (a 2) th e n
[pre/7 ( s l f  length ( s ^ ) —1) , p re p (a 2 , length ( a j  - d - 1 )  ]
The representation invariant is a predicate that indicates the properties that any combination of a pair o f streams 
and an integer must satisfy in order that they can be viable representations of polynomial pairs. This invariant must 
be preserved by the actions of the processing element. We shall henceforth use Rj, R2, Rj and R4 to denote the four 
conjuncts of R.
R i s  d e f i n e d  a s
{ length (ax ) = length (a^) a  length (a j)  > n  
a  (first ( s A) *  0 v  first ( s B) *  0)
a  d20 => (n>d a  A l lZ e r o  (Final (d , s B) ) )  v  A l l Z e r o ( s B) 
a  d<0 => (n > -d  a  A l lZ e r o  (Final ( - d ,  s A) ) )  v  A l lZ e r o  ( s A)
>
IV  F u n c t io n a l V ie w  o f  th e  P r o c e s s in g  E le m e n ts
The action of each processing element is described by a function that we shall henceforth refer to as reduce. 
Since the code in Fig II-3 does not branch on the result of any tests for the availability o f  data on the input channels 
it satisfies the conditions that were shown by Kahn [4] to guarantee that it can be expressed as a determinate 
function on its input data streams. The function corresponding to this code is:
reduce ( s A, s B, d) =
i f  firs t ( s A)= 0  o r  (first ( s B)* 0  a  d>0) t h e n
[ f  (rest (a A) , re s t(a B) , first ( s A) /first ( s B) ) A0 , s B, d - 1 ]  
e l s e  [ s A, / ( r e j t ( s B) , re s t(a x ) , first ( s B) / f ir s t(a K) ) A0 , d + 1]
w h ere  /  i s  d e f i n e d  a s  
f ( 3 x , s 2 , q) =
i f  s x =  [] t h e n  []
e l s e  ( fir s t(a x) -  q * first (a  2) ) * f  (rest (a x ) , r e s t(a 2) , q)
sA and sB represent the two streams and d is an integer (we use an integer rather than a stream, since only the first 
element in the d "stream" is used in the computation). Thus the variables x  and y  in the code, are first{sA) and 
first(sB) and q  which is used as a storage for an intermediate result is merely passed as a parameter to the function/. 
The proof of correctness of the action of each processing element then consists of demonstrating that reduce satisfies
6the following conditions.
• It must preserve the invariant R on every invocation, i.e.
R(sA, sB, d) => R(reduce(sA, sB, d)) (1)
• It must preserve the gcd of the polynomials obtained by applying rep to its input and output streams, i.e.
gcd[rep(reduce(sA, sB, d))] = gcd[rep(sA, sB, d)] (2)
• The computation defined by reduce "terminates", i.e. if the length of the original streams is m the 
exactly 2*m -1 applications of reduce (denoted by reduce2*™'1 (sA, sB, d)) cause one of the polynomials
to become the zero polynomial1. This means that
first(rep(reduce2*m' x(sA, sB, d))) = [0,0] 
v second{rep(reduce2’*mA(sA, sB, d))) = [0,0] (3)
In the rest of the paper we shall use f l to denote /( r e s t  ( s  A> r«f(sB), first(sA)/first(s%))) and f 2 to denote 
/( r e s t  (s 3, rest(sA),first(SQ)/first($A))). We shall now prove each of the above three equations in the following.
V  M a in ta in in g  th e  In v a r ia n t
To prove Equation 1 above we expand the definition of reduce in its right hand side, thus obtaining.
* < s A, aB, d) =*
[/Trjf(sA)= 0  v  (first (aB)* 0  a  d20) => R ( f *  0 , s B, d - 1 )  ] 
a  (first ( s x )=0  v  (first ( s B) *0 a  d 2 0 ))  => R ( a x , / 2A0 , d + 1) ]
Substituting the definition of R  in all the three occurrences in the above, we get the following.
[length ( s A) = length ( s B) =n a  n>0 a  (first ( s A) *  0 v  first ( s a ) *  0) 
a  d>0 =» (n>d a  A llZe ro  (Final (d , s B) ) )  v  A llZ e ro (a s ) 
a  d<0 => (n > -d  a  A llZe ro  (Final ( - d ,  s A) ) )  v A llZe ro  ( s A) ]
=> [ [first ( s A) =0 v  (first ( s B) *0 a  d>0) =>
[length (fj^O ) = length ( s 8 ) =n a  n>0 a  (first ( f^ Q )  *  0 v first ( s B) *  0) 
a  d - l> 0  => ( n > d - l  a  A l lZ e r o  (Final ( d - 1 ,  s B) ) ) v  A l l Z e r o ( s B) 
a  d - l< 0  =* (n > -d + l a  A l lZ e r o  (Final ( -d + 1 , / , A 0 ) ) )  v  A l lZ e r o  ( f ^ 0 )  ] ]
a  [ ~ (first (s A) =0 v  (first ( s B)* 0  a  d ^ 0 ) ) =>
[ len g th (sk ) = length (f2 * 0 ) =n a  n>0 a  (first ( s A) *  0 v fir s t( /2^  0) * 0) 
a  d + l> 0  => (n > d + l a  A l lZ e r o  (Final (d + 1 , / 2A0 ) ) )  v  A l lZ e r o  (f2*0) 
a d + l< 0  => ( n > - d - l  a  A l lZ e r o  (Final ( - d - 1 ,  s A) ) )  v  A l lZ e r o  ( s A) ] ]  ]
By a straightforward manipulation of these expressions (see Appendix I) we can show that this is indeed the case. 
We have thus shown that reduce preserves the invariant/?.
’Note that this formulation of termination is slightly different from the termination in the classical sense. This is because our hardware 
architecture has a constant number of processors, and thus applies the function reduce exactly 2m+l times, regardless of whether it is redundant 
or not.
7V I P r e se r v in g  th e  G C D
We will now prove equation 2 as defined earlier, i.e.
g c d  [rep (reduce ( s A, s B, d ) ) ] = gcd[r<?p(sA, s B, d) ]
We see that three cases arise, depending on whether the first elements in the input streams sA and sB are zero or not. 
Note that one of the four combinations, namely first(sA)=0 a  first(sB)=0 is impossible since sA and sB satisfy R s.
Case I: first(sA)=0 a  first(sB)*0 In this case
reduce(s A, s B, d) = [resf ( s A) A0 , s B, d - 1 ]  
and we will show that the polynomials obtained by applying rep to the input and output streams are exactly the 
same.
rep(rest ( s A) A0, s B, d - 1 )  -  rep( s A, s B, d)
Looking at the RHS and performing case wise analysis depending on the clauses in rep, we get the following 
subcases.
Subcase 1.1: AllZero(sA) (and hence also AllZero(rest(s^*0)) Then
rep( s A, s B, d) =
[ [ 0 , 0 ]  , prep (StripTrailingZeroes ( s B) , length (StripTrailingZeroes ( s B) ) ) ]
and the LHS is also
re p (re s t(sA) A0 , s B, d - 1 )  =
[ [ 0 , 0 ] ,  prep (StripTrailingZeroes ( s B) , length (StripTrailingZeroes ( s B) ) )  ]
Subcase 1.2: AllZero(sB). This is impossible because/im (sB) * 0.
Subcase 13 : first(sA)=0
Then rep(sA, sB, d) reduces to rep(rest(sA), sB, d-1). Since here AllZero(sA) is not true then AllZero(rest(sA)) 
must also be false, and there is at least one nonzero element in sA. Let there be k zeroes before the first nonzero 
element in rest(sA) (and hence there are k+1 leading zeroes in sA). This results in the "if ,/7rjr(sA)=0" clause being 
true on k successive calls to rep in the LHS and k+1 calls on the RHS. Thus what we have to prove reduces to
rep' (StripTrailingZeroes (rest* (rest ( s A) A0 ) ) ,  StripTrailingZeroes ( s B) , d - l - k )  =
rep' (StripTrailingZeroes (rest*-*1 ( s A) ) , StripTrailingZeroes ( s 0 ) , d -  (k+1) )
i . e .
rep' (StripTrailingZeroes (rest*-*1 ( s aa 0) ) , StripTrailingZeroes ( s B) , d -  ( k + 1 ) ) =
rep’ (StripTrailingZeroes (rest**1, ( s A) ) , StripTrailingZeroes ( s B) , d -  (k+1)  )
which is obviously tnie because StripTrailingZeroes(s/'0) = StripTrailingZeroes(s) for all s, and in particular for 
resfk+1(sA).
Subcase 1.4:/Im (sB)=0 which is impossible. .
Subcase 1.5: the else clause, which is also impossible, since first(sA) is zero.
8The other two cases, i.e. when first(sA)*0 a  first(sB)=0 and the case when f ir s ts  A)*0 a  /Ir5f(sB)*0 are handled 
similarly (see Appendix II).
V II  T e r m in a t io n
We now prove that the function reduce applied on finite streams "terminates". What we really have to show 
(since the function reduce represents processing elements in a systolic array) is a slight variation of conventional 
termination proofs. We have to show that exactly N applications of reduce on a pair of finite streams will result in 
one of the output streams becoming zero, and then by the theorem of the previous section the other stream represents 
the gcd of the pair of polynomials that the initial pair of streams represented. We also have to show that N is 
constant, regardless of the degrees of the initial polynomials. In particular we will show that if m is the length of the 
input streams, then exacdy 2 *m -1 applications of reduce suffice, i.e.
reduce2*™'1 (sA, sB,d) = [pl f  p 2] 
w h ere  e i t h e r  = [ 0 , 0 ]  o r  p 2 = [ 0 , 0 ]
To prove this we first see that if at any time first(rep(s becomes the zero polynomial [0,0] then applying
reduce any number of times has no effect on the polynomials represented, i.e.
first (rep (aK, s B, d ) ) = [ 0 , 0 ]  =>
first (rep (reduce ( s A, aB, d ) ) )  = [ 0 , 0 ]  
a  second (rep (reduce ( s A, s B, d ) ) )  *  second (rep ( s A, s B, d ) )
an d  s i m i l a r l y
second (rep ( s A, s B, d ) ) =* [ 0 , 0 ]  =*
second (rep (reduce (a A, s B, d ) ) )  = [ 0 , 0 ]  
a  firs t (rep (reduce (a A, s B, d ) ) )  = first (rep ( s A, s B, d ) )
We now define a measure function N and show that it is reduced by 1 on every call to reduce. N is defined as
N (sa, sb, d) = dj^  + + k
w h ere
d x = d e g  (first (rep ( s A, s B, d ) ) )  i s  t h e  d e g r e e  o f  t h e  f i r s t  p o ly n o m ia l ,  
d2 = d e g  (second (rep ( s A, s B, d ) ) )  i s  t h e  d e g r e e  o f  t h e  s e c o n d  
p o ly n o m ia l;  
and
k i s  t h e  num ber o f  l e a d i n g  z e r o e s  i n  o n e  o f  t h e  s t r e a m s  (rem em ber t h a t  
b o th  s t r e a m s  c a n n o t  s im u l t a n e o u s l y  h a v e  l e a d i n g  z e r o e s ) .
N o te  t h a t  N i s  u n d e f in e d  i f  AllZero (s A) o r  AllZero (a^) i s  t r u e .
We will now show that
N ( S A, SB, d) = N (reduce ( s A, s B, d ) ) + 1
o r
firs t (rep (reduce ( s A, s B, d ) ) )  = [ 0 , 0 ]
o r
second (rep (reduce ( s  A, s B, d ) ) )  = [ 0 , 0 ]  (4)
As before we have three cases:
*Case I: first(sA) = 0 a  first(sB) *■ 0. In this case
reduce(ax , s B, d) = [rej f ( sA) A0,  s B, d - 1 ]
It has been shown in the previous section that the polynomials (and hence the sum of their degrees) that are 
represented by the streams on the rhs of this equation are exactly the same as rep(sA, sB, d). Since the number of 
leading zeroes in sA is exactly one more than the number of leading zeroes in rest(sA), Eqn 4 holds.
Case II: first(sA) * 0 a  first(s%) = 0. This is exactly analogous to the above case.
Case III: first(sA) * 0 A first(s^)  *  0. Let us assume that d  > 0. The d < 0 case can be proved in a similar 
manner. We then have
reduce ( s A, s B, d) = I f f  0 ,  s B, d - 1 ]
As before we have the following subcases depending on the clauses in repifj'O , sB, d-1).
Subcase HI.1 AllZero(fl '0 ). In this case we are done, since 
firs t (rep (reduce ( s A, s B, d ) ) )  = [ 0 , 0 ]
Subcase HI.2 f i r s t ( f f0) = 0. As before, let us assume that there are exactly k leading zeroes in f [ (since 
A llZ e ro iff  0) is false). As has been shown earlier, this means that
r e p i f ^ O ,  aB, d - 1 )  =
rep' (StripTrailingZeroes (rest* ( fj* Q )) , StripTrailingZeroes ( s B) , d - k - l )
and d - k -1  is the difference of the degrees of the two polynomials. Thus we have the following 
d e g  (first (rep (f}*Q, s B, d - 1 ) ) )
= d e g  (second (rep (sA, sg , d ) ) ) + d - l - k
We also know that since first(sA) *  0 and/trjf(sB) *  0
d e g  (first (rep ( s A, s B, d ) ) )  = d e g  (second(rep  ( s A, s B, d ) ) )  + d  
And it has been shown in the previous subsection that for this case (i.e. d > 0)
second (rep ( s A, s B, d ) ) = second (rep (reduce (ax , s B, d ) ) )
Using the above then, we have
N (reduce ( s A, s B, d ) ) =
d e g  (first (rep ( f ^ O ,  s B, d - 1 ) ) )  + d e g  (second (rep (fj^O , aB, d - 1 ) ) )
+ l e a d i n g  z e r o e s  i n  /y A0 
= d e q  (first (rep (fj^Q , s B, d - 1 ) ) )  + d e g  (second (rep ( /;A0 , s B, d - 1 ) ) )  + Jc 
= 2 * d e g  (second (rep ( s A, s B, d ) ) )  + d -  l -  k + lc 
= N (sa, sb, d) -  1
Subcase m .3: AllZero(sB). This is impossible since first(sQ) *■ 0.
Subcase m .4 : first(sB) = 0 Again this is impossible.
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Subcase HI.5: the else clause. The reasoning for this is identical to subcase III.2 with k  being zero.
We have thus shown that N ( s A, s B, d) either decreases by exactly one on every call to reduce, or that one of 
the streams consists of only zeroes. In the worst case then, the initial value of N ( s A, s B, d) is 2 * (m-1) and 
it will take 2 *m —2 calls of reduce to make N ( 3A? s B, d) equal to 0. But this means that both polynomials have 
degree zero and there are no leading zeroes in either stream (since each of these three values is non-negative and 
their sum is zero). The very next call on reduce will then make the stream sA all zeroes and leave sB unchanged At 
this point the gcd of the two polynomials is /Irsr(sB) and we are done, since the gcd of two polynomials of degree 
zero is (any) polynomial of degree zero, and [first(s%), 0] in particular. Thus at most 2*m -1  calls on reduce 
makes one of the polynomials [0, 0]
V III  C o n c lu s io n s
The specific example that we have proved here illustrates the following general technique for the verification of 
systolic architectures. The action of the individual processing elements of an array are modelled as stream-functions 
by extending their token-wise actions (which are not usually functional). Expressing the array connectivity is then 
trivial - it merely corresponds to function composition. The action of the entire array is obtained by setting up a set 
of mutually recursive equations between these functions and solving them via fixed-point theory.
This approach is similar to that presented in Chen’s thesis ([2]) where space-time recursion equations are set up 
and their least fixed point yields the semantic function for the entire network [7]. An important distinction in our 
approach is that by first expressing the functionality of each processing element as a stream transducer we have 
abstracted away the time component. Successive time instants (which need to be described explicitly in Chen’s 
approach) are represented by successive appearances of tokens on a stream. Since the theory of functions and 
function-composition is fairly well understood, this gives us additional leverage when manipulating our expressions.
Melhem and Rheinboldt [5] describe a formalism involving graphs with colored arcs in order to reason about 
systolic networks. The framework presented there is very similar to ours. The processing elements are also 
modelled as (essentially) stream functions, though they are referred to as operators. The color on the arcs indicates 
the connectivity. The overall network behavior is captured by a system of equations, difference equations rather 
than our recursive equations, and network behavior is obtained by solving these equations. Purushothaman (in [6]) 
also has a similar approach, where the verifivation problem is also reduced to the solution of recurrence equations. 
In both these approaches the equations are set up usning the token-wise behavior of the individual processing 
elements, and standard techniques for manipulating functions are not exploited. Their use of difference/recurrence 
equations implies that both, the data representation and processor behavior issues have to be handled 
simultaneously. These issues are cleanly separated in our approach.
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A p p e n d ix  I P r o o f  o f  In v a r ia n t  P r e se r v a tio n
We shall now prove the theorem stated in Section V, i.e.
[length (aA) = len g th (a ^)= n  a  n>0 a (first(ax ) * 0 v f ir s t(a ^ )  *  0) 
a  d20 => (n>d a  A llZe ro  (Final (d, sB) ) )  v A llZero  ( s B) 
a  d<0 => (n>-d a  A llZe ro  (Final (-d , aA) ) )  v  A llZ e ro ( s A) ]
=* [[first (ax )~ 0  v  (first (aB) * 0  a  dSO) =>
[length (fj^Q )  «  length (aB)=n a n>0 a  (first ( f f  0) *  0 v first ( s B) *  0) 
a  d-l>0  =* (n^d-1 a A llZero  (Final (d -1, s B) ) )  v  A llZe ro  ( s B) 
a  d -l<0  => (n>-d+l a A llZe ro  (Final ( -d+1, f ^ 0 ) ) )  v  A llZe ro  ( f^ Q )  ] ]
a  [~ (first (aA) =0 v  (first ( s B) * 0  a  dSO)) ^
[leng th (ax ) = length (/2A0) =n a  n>0 a  (first(ax ) *  0 v f ir s t( f2*0)  *  0) 
a  d+l>0 ^  (n>d+l a A llZero  (Final (d+1, /2A0 ) ) )  v  A llZe ro  (/j^O) 
a  d+l<0 => (n > -d -l a  A llZero  (Final (-d -1 , aA) ) )  v A llZ e ro (a A) ] ] ]
To prove this we first note that [length(s)>0] => [length(s) = length(rest(s))+\]; and we can easily show from the 
definition of /that
leng th (ax ) = length (a 2) a  length (a x ) >0 a  first (a 2) *  0 => 
length ( f ( a x , a 2 , q ) ) = leng th(a2)
=> length ( f  (rest (s x) , rest( a 2) , f ir s t (a x ) / f ir s t (a 2) ) A0) = length (rest (a  2) ) + 1
= length (a 2)
And similarly
length (Sj^) = leng th (a2) a  leng th (a1)>0  a  first ( s ^  *  0 => 
length ( f  (rest (a 2) , r e s t(a x ) ,  first (a 2) / f ir s t  (s 1) ) A0) = i  ( l e n g t h )  (rest ( a x) ) + 1
= length ( a x )
Also we see that •
(first (aA) * 0 v  first (s B) *  0) =>
t/Irs/(aA)= 0  v  (/irrt (aB) * 0  a  d£0) first (a3 ) *■ 0]
and also
( /I m (s A) *■ 0 v  f ir s t(a 3 ) *  0) =>
[~ (first (ax ) = 0 v  ( firs t(a B) *0 a  d £ 0 ) ) => f ir s t (a x ) *  0]
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length (a x ) =» length (a^ )^ n  a  n>0 a  (first ( ax ) *  0 v  first {s B) *  0) =>
[ {first {ax ) »0  v (first (a^)  *0 a  d^O)) =>
{length (fj^Q ) = length (a^) =n a  n>0) a  {first ( f ^ ^ )  *■ 0 v  f ir s t (a B) * 0 ) ]  
a  [~ (/Irjf (aA) =0 v  (/Iryr(aB)* 0  a  d 2 0 ) )  =*
( length(ax ) = length {f2* 0 )= n  a  n>0) a  (/!rM (sA) *  0 v  fiirst{f2*0) *  0) ]
i.e. we have shown that (note that R Jt R2, R j and R4 are the conjuncts of R)
R i(sA, sB, d ) A * 2(sA, sB, d) =* R j (reduce{sA, s0, d)) a  R2(reduce{sA, sB, d)).
We will now show that
R3(sa . sb, d) a  ^ ( s A> sB, d) => R3(reduce{sA, sg, d)) a  R4(reduce{sA, sB, d)) 
i.e.
[d>0 => (n>d a  A l lZ e r o  (Final (d , aB) ) )  v  A l l Z e r o ( s B) 
a  d<0 =* (n £ -d  a  A l lZ e r o  (Final ( - d ,  aA) ) )  v  A l lZ e r o  ( a A) ] =>
[ [first (aA) =0 v  {first (aB) * 0  a  dSO) =>
[ d - l > 0  => ( n 2 d - l  a  A l lZ e r o  (Final ( d - 1 ,  s B) ) )  v  A l lZ e r o  (aB) 
a  d - l < 0  =s> (n > -d + l a  A l lZ e r o  (Final ( -d + 1 , / / A0 ) ) )  v  A l lZ e r o  (/yA0) ]
]
a  [ ~ {first ( s A) =0 v  (first (aB) * 0 a  d > 0 ) ) =>
[d+l>0 => (n>d+l a A llZero  (Final (d+1, /2A0 ) ) )  v A llZero  (/^O) 
a  d+l<0 => (n^-d-1 a  A llZero  (Final (-d -1 , aA) ) )  v A l l Ze ro ( aA) ] ] ]  (5)
This is shown by means of a case by case analysis on the value of d.
Case I: d > 0 In this case equation 5 reduces to
[ (n>d a  A l lZ e r o  (Final (d , aB) ) )  v  A l lZ e r o  ( s B) ] =>
{first (aA) = 0  v  first (a ^)* Q )  =*
(n > d - l  a  A l lZ e r o  (Final ( d - 1 ,  aB) ) )  v  A l l Z e r o ( s B) 
a {first ( s A) *0 a  / i r j f (aB) = 0 )  =>
(n > d + l a  A l lZ e r o  (F inal(d + 1 , / 2A0 ) ) )  v  A l lZ e r o  (/}A0)
The first implication in the RHS of the above is obviously true since
n > d  => n > d - l
d > 0 a  A l lZ e r o  (Final (d , s B) ) =s> A l lZ e r o  (Final ( d - 1 ,  s B) ) 
an d A l l Z e r o ( a B) => A l l Z e r o ( a B)
Also we know that
firs t(a ^)= Q  => f 2M0 = resr(sB) A0
and
n= d  => A l lZ e r o  (Final (d , aB) )
Hence we have two subcases: d=n and d*n. In the former case the implication reduces to 
A llZ e r o  (aB) => A l lZ e r o  (rest (aB) A0) 
which is obviously true, and the latter case (n*d) implies that
Thus, by combining the above four implications we get
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n>d => n > d + l 
. This reduces the final implication to
A l lZ e r o  (Final (d , aB) ) A l lZ e r o  (Final (d + 1 , r « f ( a B) A 0 ) )  v  A l lZ e r o  (rest ( s B) A0) 
which is again obviously true.
Case H: d = 0. Here the implication reduces to
f i r s t ( s x ) = 0 v  fir s t(  aB) * 0  => n21 a  A l lZ e r o  (Final (1 ,  0 ) )  v  A l lZ e r o  (/}A0) 
a f ir s t(a x )* 0  a fir s t(  aB)= 0  =* n > l a  A l lZ e r o  (Final (1 ,  f 2* 0 ) )  v  A l lZ e r o  (/ '^"O)
which is again true since n>l follows from n>0 which is part of the initial invariant, and AllZero(Fina/(l, s'X))) is 
always true for all streams s.
Case HI: d = -1. In this case we have to show that
(n > l a  A l lZ e r o  (F in a l( l ,  aA) ) )  v  A l l Z e r o ( a A) =^>
f ir s t (a x )= 0  => (nS2 a  A l lZ e r o  (Final (2 ,  rest (aA) A0 ) ) )  v  A l lZ e r o  (re s t(a ]i) A0) 
a first (aA) *0 =>
(n>0 a  A l lZ e r o  (Final (0 ,  / 2A0 ) ) )  v  A l lZ e r o  (f2) A0) 
a  (nSO a  A l lZ e r o  (Final (0 ,  aA) ) )  v  A l lZ e r o  (aA)
The first implication is true because n=l implies that rest(sA) is nil, thus making AllZero(rc5f(sA)A0) true, while 
n>l and the LHS directly imply the RHS of the first implication. The second implication is also trivially true since 
n>0 and AllZero(F/>w/(0, s»  is always true.
Case IV: d<-l.  In this case we have to prove that
(n > -d  a A llZ e r o  (F in a l( -d ,  s A) ) )  v A llZ e r o  (aA) =*
f i r s t ( s x )= 0  => (n > -d + l a  A l lZ e r o  (Final ( - d + 1 ,  /y A0 ) ) )  v  A l lZ e r o  (/}A0) 
a  f i r s t ( s x ) *  0 =* ( n > - d - l  a  A l lZ e r o  (Final ( - d - 1 ,  s A) ) )  v  A l l Z e r o ( a A)
The first implication is proved in a similar manner to Case III (but with n=d and n>d as the two subcases). The 
second on is also trivially true, by an argument similar to Case I.
A p p e n d ix  II  P r o o f  o f  g c d -p r e se r v a t io n  - C a se s  I I  a n d  H I
We now prove that in the two remaining cases described in Section VI the function reduce preserves the gcd of 
the polynomials represented by the inputs.
Case II: first(sA)*0  a /irst(sB)-0.
The proof is exactly analogous to Case I, with the same arguments used on sA instead of sB. In both these cases 
the polynomials represented by the streams remain unchanged by the action of reduce. It is the third case discussed 
below that performs the actual reduction.
Case III: first(sA)*0 a  first(sQ)*0.
At this point the first four clauses in the body of rep(sA, sB, d) are false, and hence d is the difference between the 
degrees of the two polynomials. We thus have two further subcases - d>0 and d<0 (the if clause in the body of
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reduce), which correspond to the "if deg(p1)>deg(p2)" clause in the body of gcd. We will give the detailed proof 
only for the former case; the d<0 case is proved analogously. Now, reduce(sA, sB, d) returns (ff'O , sa, d-1), and we 
will show that the polynomials obtained by applying rep to the streams are those returned by one recursion of the 
function gcd, i.e.
r e p i f ^ 0 , s B, d - 1 )  = [P].- P2* t Q ( P i ' P 2 > ' d a g ( p x) - d e g ( p 2) ] ,  p 2] , (6)
w h ere
p x = first (rep (aA, s B, d ) ) , a n d  p 2 = second (rep (a x , aB, d ) ) ,
Now, we know that Q(Pi,P2) is first(first(px))/firsKfirst(p2)) i.e. first(sA)/first(SQ) (let’s call it q) and 
deg(pj)-deg(p2) is d. We also know that since/iryr(sA)*0 a  first(s3 )*Q
r e p (s A, s B, d) = rep' (StripTrailingZeroes(aA) , StripTrailingZeroes( s B) , d)
Let length(StripTrailingZeroes(sA)) be 1A, length(StripTrailingZeroes(%B)) be 1B, and 1A - 13 be 1. We thus 
have the following two subcases (depending on whether d£l or del)1
Subcase H I.l: d > l. Then
p 1 = prep (StripTrailingZeroes (aA) , l B+ d - l )
and
p 2 = prep (StripTrailingZeroes
We now have five further subcases depending on the clauses of rep in the LHS of Eqn 6.
Subcase III .l.l:  AllZero(fl /'0), i.e. AllZeroiff). Then 
first (rep (ft *Q, aB, d - 1 ) )  -  [ 0 ,  0]
and
second (rep ( f ^ Q ,  s B, d - 1 ) )  =
prep (StripTrailingZeroes ( s B) , length (StripTrailingZeroes ( s B) ) )
= P2
Now, from the definition o f/,
AllZero ( f ( a ir  a 2 , q ) ) => V i  a ^ i ]  = q * a 2 [ i ]
an d  th u a
AllZero ( f  (rest (a j )  , r e a t ( a B) ,  q ) ) => V i  resf(aA) [ i ]  = q  * rcj f ( sB) [ i ]
Also, since q -  first ( s A) /  first ( s a ) we have
V i  s A[ i ]  = q  * s 3 [ i ] , and thus by lemma L I2 this yields 
firs t (rep {sA, sB, d) ) = [q , d] * second (rep (sA, sB, d ) ) ,  i.e.
’in proving the case when d<0 the two subcases would be d>l and d£l.
2Lemma LI is:
if V i sA[i] -  q * Sglil a  q*0 then
first(rep(sK, sB, d)) -  [q, d] * second(rep(sA, sg, d)).
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p x = [q , d] * p 2, which directly implies (6).
Subcase III.1.2 AllZero(sB)
This is impossible since first(sB) *  0.
Subcase 113.1.3 firs tify'X)) = 0
As before, we assume without loss of generality that there are exactly k. leading zeroes in f L{and hence in f l '0, 
since AllZero(fj*Q) is false). Then
r e p f f f 0 , s B, d - 1 )  =
rep' {StripTrailingZeroes (rest* (/}A0 ) ) ,  StripTrailingZeroes ( s B) , d - k - 1 )
and thus d-k-1 is the difference between the degrees of the two polynomials1. We now claim that the second 
polynomial represented by the output streams still does not have a zero constant term, i.e.
d - l - k  > length (StripTrailingZeroes ( / /A0) -  lg
To prove this we first see from the definition of StripTrailingZeroes that for 0< j< n  s A[ l A+ j ]  = 0. Since 
13 + 1 = 1A and d  > 1 this means that
s A[ l B+d+j ]  = 0 f o r n - l a- d  > j > 0
and since d>0 s B [ l 3+ d + j ]  = 0 V n - l 3- d > j > 0 .
Hence
re s t(s a ) [ l^ + d + j - l ]  *  0 j> 0
and  res t ( s^ )  [ 3 ^ + d + j - l ]  = 0 j> 0
Thus by the fact that s i  [ i ]  =0 A s 2 [ i ]  = 0 => / ( s i ,  s 2 ,  q) [ i ] = 0 ,
/ , [ l B+ d + j - l ]  = 0 j> 0
Hence length^tripTrailingZeroesifj)) < lB+d-l.
Rearranging the terms and using the fact that
length{StripTrailingZeroes{resi‘i f I *iy))) = length(SlripTrailingZeroes(f{)) - k 
we prove our claim. Thus
first (rep ( f ^ O , s B, d - 1 ) )  = prep (StripTrailingZeroes (resfc (f{ ) ) , l g  + ( d - l - k )  -  k) 
and
second (rep , aB, d - 1 ) )  = p 2 
Thus, using lemmas 2 and 3 we can say that
'This can be readily seen by comparing the second arguments to the two calls on prep in each of the three clauses of rep'
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prep(StripTrailingZeroes(res^(fj)), 1B + (d-l-k) - k) is the same as p, - [q, d] * p2.
Subcase IEL1.4first(sB) = 0 which is impossible.
Subcase m .1 .5  The else clause. This is merely a special case of Subcase 131.1 J  where the value of k is 0.
Subcase ]U.2: d  < 1. Then
L e t  d  = 1 + m, w h ere  m > 0 .  We a l s o  h a v e
p x = prep (StripTrailingZeroes ( s A) , 1A~1) 
an d  p 2 = prep (StripTrailingZeroes ( s B) , l A- d - l )
As before we have five subcases (depending on the clauses of rep in the LHS of Eqn 5).
Subcase in .2 .1  AllZeroif / 'X)). We shall prove that this is impossible, as follows.
Since 1 > 0 we see that sA[lA] *  0 and sB[lA] = 0- Now since,
/ , [ 1 A- 1 ]  = rest ( 3 A) [1 A- 1] -  q*rest (3B) [1 A- 1 ]
-  “a ^ aJ -  <I*bb 11a]
* 0
Hence AllZero(fj) is false which directly implies that AllZeroif  ^*0).
Subcase III.2.2 AllZero(sB). This is again impossible since first(sB)*0.
Subcase III.2.3. first{fl /'0) = 0. As before, we assume that there are exactly k leading zeroes in /, ,  and as 
before we see that
rep i f f  0 , s B, d - 1 )  =
rep' (StripTrailingZeroes (rest* ( f j * 0 ) ) , StripTrailingZeroes ( s B) , d - k - 1 )
We now claim that the resultant first polynomial still has a nonzero constant term, and the second one doesn’t, i.e.
d - l - l e  < length (StripTrailingZeroes (rest* ( / ,A0 ) ) ) -  l g  
i . e .  d  S length (StripTrailingZeroes ( f j ) ) -  1B
To prove it we note that as shown above/;[1A-1] *  0, which implies that
length (StripTrailingZeroes ( f j ) ) > 1A '
i . e .  length (StripTrailingZeroes (f} ) ) > l g  + 1
Since 1 > d this directly implies our claim above. Again, by lemmas 2 and 3 we see that
prep(StripTrailingZeroes(resP-{f))), 1B + (d-l-k) - k) is the same as p} - [q, d] * p2.
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Subcase I I I J .4 first(sB) = 0 which is impossible.
Subcase n iJ .5  the else clause. Again this is a particular case of Subcase III.2.3 above with k being 0.
